
Chapter 140:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
LORD OF THE AIRCRAFT, SHAKING THE CORE
AREA
"Huh? Your Highness, you know him?"

The white-haired cat girl looked at Ye Ye with some confusion.

Ye Yeye nodded slightly, looking at Lu Yuan and Amy in the communication crystal.

"Um."

The white-haired cat girl looked at Ye Ye with a dazed expression, and asked:

"Is he your friend?"

Ye Yeye nodded again: "Yeah."

"Then what are we going to do?"

Every night fell silent, she thought about it, and shook her head slightly: "No."

After a pause, she said:

"Look at Bai Lin and let me know if they move."

A hint of surprise flashed in the eyes of the white-haired cat girl.

She glanced at Lu Yuan in the communication crystal and nodded:

"Yes!"

Then, the white-haired cat girl turned into an afterimage and disappeared.

sat in place every night and continued to watch the barbecue.

More than a thousand kilometers away from Yeye, the huge tower connects the central
floating city.
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Except for a small area at the top of the tall building, all other areas have a dazzling
blue light flashing.

…………

Black bear number one.

Lu Yuan and Amy looked at the huge floating city that looked like a mainland in the
distance, their eyes widened, showing a hint of astonishment.

"Is that the central floating city? It's so big!"

Amy exclaimed.

Lu Yuan nodded.

Although I have seen the projection of this central floating city on the projection of the
ruins outside.

But in reality, Lu Yuan still felt that the huge projection was a bit exaggerated.

"I'm afraid this has a range of two to three thousand kilometers, right?"

It is no exaggeration to say that on some planets, such a large area can really be
regarded as a continent.

However, here, it is just a floating city.

"I heard that there are many treasures in there, let's go quickly."

Amy said with some expectation.

Lu Yuan nodded, and Black Bear One speeded up and flew towards the central floating

city.

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly frowned slightly: "Huh?"

"What's wrong?"

Amy looked at Lu Yuan with some doubts.

Lu Yuan glanced at the surrounding aircraft, a look of surprise appeared on his face.



"The aircraft in this area has reached the second tier. The strength is much stronger than
that in other areas."

Amy was taken aback, and then said:

"I heard that in the core area of   El Mechanical Ruins, the mechanical guards have
reached the level of second-order. Shouldn't it be the core area?"

She looked at Lu Yuan with some worry:

"Then can we fly through the air? The strength of the second-order mechanical guard is
much stronger."

Lu Yuan smiled: "No problem."

With his current mental power and perception ability, he is a little stronger than the
mechanical leader of the second-tier pinnacle.

How can these ordinary Tier 2 aircraft be comparable to him?

It's just that he can't do the same as before, get some aircraft guards to prevent
accidents from happening.

All he can do is drive away all the approaching aircraft. The road is still very easy.

As for the unexpected situation, with the defensive ability of the second-tier advanced
lord level of Black Bear One, there shouldn't be any major problems.

Seeing Lu Yuan said it was okay, Amy nodded and stopped thinking.

Black Bear One continued to fly in the direction of the central floating city.

All the aircraft that approached the Black Bear One had weirdly changed their
directions and moved towards other areas.

Within 100 meters of the Black Bear One, there is no aircraft in existence.

At this moment, the black bear one suddenly heard a harsh siren.

"Dip!!! Alarm! Alarm! Black Bear One is locked, and the target energy level is the
second-tier Intermediate Lord!"



Hearing this, Lu Yuan and Amy were both taken aback.

Then a faint blue phantom energy ray shot towards Black Bear One from hundreds of
meters away.

A layer of translucent psionic shield emerged around Black Bear One.

The blue phantom energy beam hit the shield.

Boom! !

The roar sounded, spiritual power surged, and the aftermath raged.

Layers of ripples appeared on the psychic shield, and the Black Bear One in the psychic
shield did not shake at all.

After all, Black Bear One can withstand the attacks of Tier 2 Senior Lords, only the
attack of Tier 2 Intermediate Lords, and naturally it cannot cause Black Bear 1 to suffer
any damage.

However, Lu Yuan and Amy inside opened their eyes wide, showing a hint of surprise.

"I was attacked?!"

Lu Yuan's face is ugly:

"There is actually a second-tier lord-level mechanical guard here?! It seems that the
lord-level aircraft has a wider guard range. Black Bear One, zoom in on the projection,
let me see the target."

As Lu Yuan's voice just fell, the virtual image projected outside Black Bear One was
automatically zoomed in, locking onto the mechanical lord who attacked Black Bear
One hundreds of meters away.

It was a black, triangular mechanical aircraft.

The triangular tip of this aircraft flashed with blue aura, gathering energy.

"Tip! Tee! The target is charging up! The target is about to attack again!"

The sirens of Black Bear One kept sounding.



A icy color flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes: "Go up, blow him up!"

The triangular aircraft fired a psionic ray again, but when the Black Bear One heard Lu
Yuan's command, the speed burst suddenly, turning into a streamer, traversing an arc,
and instantly evading the attack of the psionic ray.

Black Bear One approached the triangular vehicle in a short moment.

Then there was a black light flashing on the pointed corner of its diamond- shaped front
end.

The next moment, black rays shot out and landed on the triangular aircraft.

Boom! !

The shield on the triangular vehicle appeared, blocking the black rays.

A thunderous roar sounded, and a series of terrifying cracks appeared in the shield, and
then it shattered.

The sharp corners of the rhombus are once again condensed with black aura, and the
shields of the triangular aircraft cannot continue to generate in a short period of time.

The triangular aircraft retreated suddenly, trying to avoid it.

At this moment, the body of the triangular aircraft paused, suddenly stopped in place
and swayed, and then flew in the direction of Black Bear One.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed with spiritual power.

Mechanical control.

Although the triangular aircraft is a Tier 2 Intermediate Lord, Lu Yuan cannot
completely control him.

However, Lu Yuan can still do it easily if he just interferes with his actions.

Isn't this triangular aircraft trying to escape?

Lu Yuan directly interfered with his escape direction, making him think that the

direction of Black Bear One was the correct escape direction.



The black ray shot out again, just hitting the flying triangle vehicle.

Boom! !

The metal shell of the triangular vehicle was exploded, and a large hole was blown
through its body. The electric sparks flickered and it fell from the air to the ground.

A Tier 2 Intermediate Lord aircraft was shot down by Lu Yuan and Black Bear One in

a short time of confrontation.

During the confrontation, all the spiritual power of Lu Yuan was placed on the aircraft
lord, and all the surrounding aircraft were no longer disturbed by Lu Yuan and
recovered.

They immediately rushed towards the black bear number one, and the rays of spiritual
power flowed.

At this moment, Lu Yuan used mechanical control at them again.

The light of the spiritual power that had just been condensed dissipated, and a group of
aircraft flew like headless flies again.

Amy on the side of was shocked when he saw that all the aircraft were about to besiege
them.

Seeing these aircraft leave again, Amy breathed a sigh of relief.

Then she thought of something, a little excited and said:

"By the way, Lei Feng! That lord mechanical aircraft! That is lord, there should be
good things to drop, right?!"

Hearing this, Lu Yuan's eyes lit up and he thought of this too.

The aircraft is also a mechanical guard, it's just a mechanical guard in the air.

Since it can be shot down, it should drop treasures.

This is a lord-level mechanical guard, sure to drop good things!

"Go! Let's go down and take a look!"



Lu Yuan hurriedly controlled the Black Bear One and flew toward the direction where
the triangular aircraft fell.

…………

When the Tier 2 Intermediate Lord Aircraft exchanged fire with the Black Bear One,
the roar sounded through the sky and the steel city.

In the core area within tens of kilometers near the battle area, a team of strong men who

blessed Al core fragments to break through to the second tier, all stared at the moment
and looked in the direction of the battle.

The strong who can break through to the second level here are naturally geniuses, and
the weakest have also burned the boss-level genes.

After feeling the fluctuations in the battle of the lord level, their eyes flashed with
horror, and they jumped onto the tall buildings and watched the distant air.

"This fluctuation...is it a lord?! A second-tier lord-level battle?!"

"Look over there! In the air!"

"Isn't this the diamond-shaped aircraft that has made a lot of noise recently!? This

aircraft still has such a powerful power?!"

"Hi...that shield should be of the lord level, right?! The spiritual power ray is so
powerful, but it can't break the shield?! What a strong defense!"

"This black psionic cannon is too strong! One blow broke the shield of the aircraft lord!"

"Destroyed! Then the aircraft lord was destroyed! It was just a blow?!"

"This diamond-shaped flying vehicle is probably a terrifying existence among Tier 2
lords!"

"Then the aircraft lord fell, he should drop treasures, right? That is a second-tier
lord-level treasure! Would you like to check it out!"



"Are you crazy?! Do you want to grab a lord-level treasure under the nose of that
diamond-shaped flying vehicle?! You are about to go to the central floating city, don't
die!"

"……Too."

Some of the genetic warriors flashed light in their eyes, wanting to see if they could get
the lord-level treasures dropped by the aircraft lord.

However, he was dissuaded by his companions.

After all, few genetic warriors who can get to this point will be completely unable to

control the greed in their hearts.

They know what they can take and what they can’t take.

At a position near the central floating city, Bai Shuang Wang Bailin stood on a

kilometer-high building, looking at the image transmitted from the subordinates of the

communication crystal, slightly narrowed his eyes, with a trace of condensed color in
his eyes:

"Such defenses and attacks should have the level of a second-order senior lord. I didn't
expect there to be such an existence. The humans inside seem to have treasures that

control mechanical life... It seems that this time except for those two guys. , And these
two humans also need some attention."

…………

Under the attention of a group of second-tier powerhouses, Black Bear One has landed
on a street in the steel city on the ground, and Lu Yuan and Amy walked out of the door
of Black Bear One.

In front of them, at the corner of the street, the triangular aircraft has been completely
destroyed at this moment, and the more than ten-meter-long body is flashing with
electric sparks.

On one side of the body, there is also a huge hollow that was bombarded by the Black

Bear One.

And over the wreckage of this aircraft, there are more than ten light clusters floating.



The most dazzling one is a light group flashing with purple light.

In addition to the purple light group, there are five blue light groups and nine cyan light
groups.

As for the green elite light clusters, there are none at all.

The weakest light ball dropped by this lord is at the boss level.

Lu Yuan and Amy's eyes lit up.

"Lord-level treasure! Pick it up quickly."

With a wave of the staff in Amy's hand, Tianluo Wisteria spreads, rolling up all the
light ** and bringing them back.

Lu Yuan said: "Get on the Black Bear One first, let's leave here first. The previous
battle was a bit loud, and you should be able to see it nearby. Maybe someone else will
come over."

"Um!"

The two returned to the Black Bear One, and then the Black Bear One took off directly.

After the Black Bear One took off, after a while, four human teenagers quietly walked
over, headed by a handsome boy with short red hair.

The four human teenagers all look wary.

Soon, they saw the wreckage of the triangular flying vehicle.

The eyes of the four of them lit up.

"found it!"

A black-haired teenager looked around and smiled:

"Brother Tianhua, you are right, those two guys didn't take a look at the wreckage! The
wreckage of the lord-level aircraft, there may be intact equipment inside, it's a lot of
spirit crystals! It is indeed Tianhua! Brother, just see far!"



Huo Tianhua smiled slightly:

"Now that there are two human affairs in the diamond flying machine, it has been
spread in the top lords. The geniuses of other races may be worried that the diamond
flying machine will attack them~www.mtlnovel.com~ did not dare to come over, but
we are the same. It's a human being, just picking up a few Lord-level equipment that
others don't want, it should be fine. This time it's tainted by the same clan."

A brown-haired boy looks envious:

"Fortunately those two guys were able to get such a powerful aircraft. Everyone has
seen it in the previous battle. I am afraid that the attack and defense of this aircraft are

at the lord level. With this aircraft, even if you face those three A king-level monster
will not be too imaginary."

"Yes, if I have this aircraft, I can also kill the Quartet! Explore a large number of
floating cities."

Huo Tianhua glanced at the talking black-haired boy:

"You save the time. People still have treasures that can control mechanical life. This is
also one of the key points. Without this treasure, relying on the diamond-shaped
aircraft alone would probably be submerged in the ocean of aircraft in the air."

"Brother Tianhua makes sense. By the way, Brother Tianhua, you said we should
contact them and follow them, will they agree?"

The brown-haired boy said curiously.

Huo Tianhua thought about it, then shook his head:

"We don't know these two guys. The cooperation between strangers in the ruins
requires equal strength. We used to not necessarily look at them, and they might even
have eaten us... and they also offend the monster Bailin now. , Let's stay away. Just go
to the central floating city and get some treasures."

When everyone heard the words, they nodded and said nothing more.
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